2-Tube Set Contents

- 1 Mystery Tubes® Version A
- 1 Mystery Tubes® Version B

6-Tube Set Contents

- 3 Mystery Tubes® Version A
- 3 Mystery Tubes® Version B

12-Tube Set Contents

- 6 Mystery Tubes® Version A
- 6 Mystery Tubes® Version B

Find teacher resources at 3dmoleculardesigns.com/Teacher-Resources/Mystery-Tube.htm

⚠️ CAUTION:
Warn students not to pull the strings too hard or pry off the end caps.
Breaking the mystery tube defeats the purpose of the activity.

⚠️ WARNING:
CHOKING HAZARD -- This product contains small parts and should be kept out of the reach of children under the age of 3, because the parts or their pieces may present a choking hazard to small children.

CAUTION:
This is a science education product, not a toy. It is not intended for children under 8 years old.
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